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A  NOTE  ON  INTERSECTIONS

OF VALUATION  IDEALS

CHARLES   H.   BRASE1

Abstract. In this note it is proved that if R is an integral do-

main the set of valuation ideals of R is closed under intersection if

and only if the integral closure of R is a valuation ring. Let S be a

domain which is integrally dependent on R and contains the integral

closure of R. Then the set of valuation ideals of R is the same as the

set of ideals of R which contract from ideals of S if and only if the

set of valuation ideals of R is closed under intersection.

In this paper all rings will be commutative rings with unity.

Definition. If R is a domain, an ideal / of R is called a valuation ideal

[6, p. 340] if I is the contraction of an ideal of some valuation ring con-

taining R as a subring. If / is any ideal of the domain R we say the com-

pletion of / is I* = f)a (IVxr\R) where {Va} is the set of all valuation

overrings of R. We say /is complete if 1=1*.

Let "V be the set of all valuation ideals of R. Let if be the set of all

ideals of R which can be written as an intersection of valuation ideals ofR.

Let 5 be a domain containing R as a subring. Let C(S) be the set of all

ideals of J? which are contracted from ideals of S.

\f S is integral over R, then it is well known [5, Theorem 3, p. 257] that

the set of prime ideals of R is contained in C(S). Gilmer has proved [1,

Theorem 2, p. 564] that ¿?Z C(S). Therefore when S is integral over R we

have the containments f £^£C(S). The following question seems to be

rather natural. Assuming S is integral over R, what are necessary and

sufficient conditions that ir=C(S)1

Let R be a domain. Let R denote the integral closure of R in its quotient

field. The following theorem answers the above question for the case in

which Rç,S.

The proof of this theorem uses the following result of Gilmer and Ohm

[3, Lemma 2.3, p. 239]. If / is a valuation ideal of a domain R and S, T

are arbitrary subsets of R then Sre/implies {t2\t e T}c[ or {s2\s e £}£/.
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Theorem. Let R be a domain. Let S be a domain integral over R such

that Rç^S. The following are equivalent:

(1) r-=c(s).
(2) r=y.
(3) R is a valuation ring.

(4) The completion of each principal ideal of R is a valuation ideal of R.

(5) An ideal of R is a valuation ideal of R if and only if it is complete.

Proof.    The implications (2)o(5), (1)=>(2) and (2)=>(4) are clear.

(2)=>(3). Let x and y be nonzero elements of R. Since R is the inter-

section of all valuation rings which contain R it follows by direct calcu-

lation that xyRC\R = (xy)* is the intersection of the set of valuation ideals

of R containing xy. Therefore xyRC\R is, by hypothesis, a valuation ideal.

By the above-mentioned Lemma 2.3 of [3], x2 ory2 is in xyRC\R. There-

fore x is \nyR or y is in xR. It follows that R is a valuation ring.

(3)=>(2). Let /be a valuation ideal of R. Then IVC\R = Ifor some valu-

ation overring Vof R. Hence R^ Fand I^IRC\RçzIVr\R—I. Therefore

I=IRr\R. Now let {/„} be any set of valuation ideals of R,

n /„ = n (ixr n r) = In ixr\ n r.
a a \ a /

Since R is a valuation ring then f]x Ix is a valuation ideal of /?.

(2)=>(1). By the equivalence of (2) and (3) it follows that R is a valu-

ation ring. If le C(S) then

/ g //? n /? ç /S n /? = /.

Therefore /ef. It follows that C(S)z-f and consequently C(5)=^'.

(4)=>(3). In the proof of (2)=>(3) we only need the fact that (aR)* is a

valuation ideal of R for each a in R.

Remark 1. If R is a Prüfer domain then, by [1, p. 288], £f is the set of

all ideals of/?. Therefore if R is a Prüfer domain and S is any domain con-

taining R which is integral over R then ¿?=C(S).

Remark 2. Let /?£ 5 be domains such that S is integral over R. Since

fçyç C(S) we see that "T=C(S) implies y=C(.S). However ^=C(5)

does not imply "T=C{S). If/? is the ring of integers then R = R. \,ttS=R.

Since R is Prüfer, ^=C(S). In a Prüfer ring £f is the set of all ideals of/?.

But the set of valuation ideals of the ring of integers is just the set of

primary ideals (see [3]). Therefore rf~^C(S).

Remark 3. If the set of valuation ideals of a domain R is closed under

intersection then it is closed under addition. But the converse is not true.

For if Sf~y then R is a valuation ring and all valuation ideals of/? con-

tract from R. Therefore the valuation ideals of/? are linearly ordered under
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containment. The valuation ideals of the integers are closed under addition

but not under intersection.

Remark 4. The method of proof of the Theorem can be used to show

that the valuation ideals of a domain R are closed under finite intersection

if and only if every finite intersection of valuation overrings of R is a

valuation ring.
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